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For Immediate Release

iFly GPS™ Adds RealPlan™ to Version 11
Intelligent and Optimized Routing for the Real World
McKinney, TX – March 28, 2019 – Adventure Pilot announces the addition of RealPlan™ to their
upcoming major release of iFly GPS™. Version 11 will be available for Android phones and tablets,
iPads, iPhones and Windows later this spring with a demo release available at Sun‐n‐Fun.
The patent pending RealPlan™ feature will optimize a route based on time or cost while considering
complex airspace, topography, winds, aircraft performance and fuel costs based on pilot preferences.
For those flights beyond the range of a given aircraft, RealPlan™ will select fuel stops with appropriate
runway length, fuel cost and fuel type.
“iFly GPS™ is designed for the real world, and
our new RealPlan™ feature demonstrates this
by simplifying the planning phase, and providing
real monetary savings that would normally go
unnoticed.”, says Walter Boyd, founder and
chief architect at Adventure Pilot. “Image
planning a trip over high terrain, active SUAs,
TFRs, and strong headwinds. Previously, a pilot
would need to manually plan and rubber band
around undesirable areas. But with RealPlan™
all you need to do is select your origin and
destination airports and iFly GPS™ will do the
rest”.

About Adventure Pilot
iFly GPS™ is designed for Android, iOS, Windows and the iFly aviation portable units. iFly GPS™ is the
creation of Adventure Pilot and offers powerful navigation solutions that go far beyond the
imagination while keeping it simple and intuitive. The App is a game‐changing navigation and flight
planning solution that provides exhaustive support of AHRS and ADS‐B Traffic & Weather devices.
Adventure Pilot creates affordable solutions meant to inspire, inform and enable a community of
passionate pilots to fulfill their desire for aerial adventures. "Life is in the Journey; it’s the destinations
you choose that determine your path."

For more information on iFly GPS™, please visit www.iFlyGPS.com
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